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ABSTRACT_ The research aimed at measuring the effect of lingual activities of studying poetry to develop pride in the Arabic language among female students of Faculty of Education, Princess Nourah Bint Abdul rahman University. To achieve this aim, the experimental method was applied as a tool of research. It is used to measure the value of pride in Arabic on a study sample of 28 female students who study the curricula of Strategies of Teaching Arabic and evaluating it (curricula No. 324). The average grade of the pre-application was 26.84. Then the lingual activities based on studying poetry was applied for a month (Three Arabic Poems), and the post-application showed an average grade of 12.69 and the T-value was 29.83. This value has a statistical significance lower than 0.01. This negates the hypotheses of the research that says that there is no significant statistical variation between the grade averages of female students regarding pride in Arabic before and after applying the educational activities based on Arabic poetry. The research results also proved the efficacy of educational activities based on Arabic poetry that also affects the attitudes of the female students towards the value of pride in Arabic among them.

Based on the results of the research, the two female researchers put out the following recommendations:
- The teaching staff member can vary the educational activities and keep some verses by heart. These verses must highlight virtue and ethics.
- Students are to be asked to collect texts of verse and prose that deals with the values and ethics that the community aims at spreading them among its members.
- The most important recommendation is to put exams that show the emotional development due to supporting the needed values such as: respecting others, charity and tolerance.
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